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Academic libraries are stretched to the limit, balancing financial, cultural and strategic goals to keep so many different users happy.

They're now facing — or staring down — a host of new and exciting challenges, including open science, digitisation, artificial intelligence, changing pedagogies, service models and skills shortages.

In this research, we're looking at just one chapter in the book of challenges — how to design spaces that work for libraries in a rapidly-changing landscape.

It's all ahead, or here already!
The evolving library

1. Barr Smith Library, The University of Adelaide, Australia. Photography by Sam Noonan

2. Giblin Eunson Library, The University of Melbourne, Australia. Photography by Shannon McGrath
Imagining the academic library of the future is a big task. As designers, our small role in that big task is to deliver effective and welcoming library spaces — places people love to use.

This means satisfying the competing demands for solo and collaborative space, digital and print collections, vibrancy and silence.

The demand for study space in particular is relentless, often at the expense of book collections. But a study hall supported by a digital portal is not what students or librarians want or need. They want a library. A place with a variety of spaces and services: a space to feel comfortable and supported to learn.

Most librarians believe there will always be the need for a library building, despite a move from emphasising collections to services, or at least, collections as one service among many others.

These services now range from specialist subject support to cake and coffee, from exhibitions to archiving, and from rare books to 3D printers.

It's a tricky balancing act, but library spaces have evolved and accommodated these different needs remarkably well over recent years.

Perhaps, though, it’s time to share the load.

Our survey
Hassell surveyed Head Librarians at 43 universities around the world to understand developments in library design at a time when their use is changing dramatically.

This was a small but nonetheless valuable sample of opinions and experiences of those at the front line of academic library services globally.

We asked about how their spaces have changed, the role of technology in those changes, and how libraries might best serve their users’ needs in the future.

Our findings
What we found is that librarians are an optimistic bunch. And despite spatial, financial and technological pressures, they want to provide the best possible opportunities for students and staff to explore, learn and grow.

The data revealed a complicated picture, but two simple messages shone through:

→ Study space is the #1 priority
→ Books aren’t just for reading

Add these together and libraries have a seemingly impossible balancing act to perform: increase study space while retaining book collections, in a fixed amount of space.

But a solution to this difficult issue is gradually emerging. It’s time to distribute study space across the campus.
Where's your university based?

- North America: 19%
- Australia/New Zealand: 23%
- UK/Europe: 47%
- Asia: 12%

How long since there's been a renovation or new building for your main library?

- 0-2 years: 47%
- 3-5 years: 21%
- 5-10 years: 19%
- 11-20 years: 5%
- 20+ years: 7%

43 participating university librarians

47% from UK & Europe

68% renovated or built new libraries in the last 5 years
## PRIORITY #1 — STUDY SPACE

Surprise! Study seats are the top space priority for academic libraries, driven by the increasing emphasis on student experience across the higher education landscape. As student expectations rise in line with tuition fees, libraries are shouldering the burden of the on-campus study space needs of more and more students.

Ubiquitous wifi, mobile technology and project-based curricula are pushing up demand for on-campus study space, for both individuals and groups. Our research shows that in the last five years, study space (whether enclosed, group or silent) has grown most significantly compared to other types of space in libraries (administrative, cafe, exhibition, teaching, etc). It’s also the type of space librarians would most like to provide more of in the next five years.

As a proportion of space, book stacks are decreasing most significantly, while administration areas are likely to remain roughly the same. Space for fixed computers seems likely to decrease, although responses to this were mixed. Some librarians noted strong demand for computer terminals, as well as a responsibility to provide them, while others believed the ubiquity of laptops made fixed workstations redundant.

### How is space use in libraries changing?

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Space Type</th>
<th>Much less space</th>
<th>About the same</th>
<th>Much more space</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Book stacks</td>
<td>In the last 5 years</td>
<td>In the next 5 years</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enclosed group study rooms</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open study areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Silent study areas</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed computers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafe/social area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Object-based learning space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gallery/exhibition space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teaching/learning space</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total library area</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Peak collaboration

The finding that all types of study space have already grown and need to grow more is consistently strong across all regions, but the results suggest that the Antipodes may have reached ‘peak collaboration’ compared to other regions.

After a sustained period of investment in student hubs that focus on collaborative learning, the participating librarians at Australian and New Zealand universities (80 per cent of which have refurbished or built new libraries in the past five years) unanimously agreed that silent study space is most needed.

In other words, 100 per cent agreed ‘much more’ silent study space is required in the next five years, with one survey participant noting:

“The students are the most conservative group when it comes to library space. Silence is the most valued quality.”

While perhaps most acute in that particular region, the trend is widespread. A study of European academic libraries shows that group study space currently occupies around 10 per cent of all user space, but is projected to grow significantly.

Students definitely have an appetite for collaborative space, but preferably not at the expense of silent study space. Whatever type of study, collaborative or individual, the space needs to come from somewhere.

The typical course of action is to remove book stacks from libraries, but a survey participant pointed out:

"...there is a danger of just making the space into a study hall and not a library."

Another, less obvious, option is to distribute the study space load more evenly across campus.

Sharing the load

Fortunately for libraries, the amount of space dedicated to informal learning in other locations — most notably faculty buildings — is growing quickly.

For hundreds of years, university faculty buildings have dedicated their space to formal teaching methods: a series of corridors linking lecture theatres, labs and tutorial rooms. But with the rise of collaborative and student-centred pedagogies in recent years, that’s changing.

New teaching buildings in universities now routinely include informal learning space to give students somewhere to meet, study and socialise close to their lectures and tutorials – an immediate gathering space that makes them a more cohesive group, keeps conversations flowing and provides access to faculty.

A recent review of eight Hassell-designed faculty buildings (including the Life Sciences Precinct building at The University of Melbourne shown below) indicates an average formal to informal learning space ratio of around three to one.

In other words, a quarter of all teaching space is dedicated to peer-to-peer learning. That proportion of informal learning space is undoubtedly growing, providing an opportunity to ease the squeeze in libraries.

Instead of progressing further towards a study hall model, libraries may be able to harness this change to concentrate on delivering a balanced learning environment with a variety of the most effective spaces and resources – and an authentic academic library experience. Several participants made this point, including one who said:

“It is not only the library that has a responsibility to provide decent study seating for students. We should protect the integrity of what an academic library stands for.”

In a move we are seeing more often from higher education clients, the American University of Cairo is developing a series of design interventions for formal and informal learning spaces beginning in the library, but eventually spreading across the campus in a ‘ribbon of learning’.

This new approach to campus-wide informal learning space planning may be a turning point, where pressure to be ‘everything to everyone’ eases on libraries.
For all the talk of book-less learning commons, libraries still need (and want) books, albeit less in volume and variety. Our research uncovered so many reasons to keep books other than their primary function, although there's still plenty of reading going on!

Many students — even the new generation of digital natives — still strongly associate books with a library environment. They also provide a number of immeasurable non-reading benefits:

→ Behavioural cues, where books encourage people to be quiet
→ Way finding, where stacks divide spaces into visible movement, study and talking zones
→ Discoverability, where browsers can find unexpected or new books that may be otherwise hidden in digital databases
→ Ambience, where, well, “it’s nice with a lot of books!”

One survey participant quoted an annual figure of 8.5 million digital downloads at their library compared to just 140,000 physical loans. Seems damning, but another 800 thousand books were used in the library and re-shelved without being loaned.

That’s a lot of eyes on the printed page.

While many students feel a strong and symbolic link between books and learning, librarians reported back on the practical benefits they see:

“Book stacks provide zoning, a good sound buffer and break the space.”

Librarians also noted some faculties have a greater dependence than others on printed materials, particularly monographs. Humanities scholars were singled-out for their preference to retain books in libraries, among a number of more general observations:

“One challenge of removing books is the relationship with academic staff. Removing collections off site was met with mostly negative responses.”

Other downsides to downsizing? Retrieval from off site storage slows down access to books. It also poses a challenge to find appropriate and adequate storage facilities in the first place. But the most significant issues relating to increasing study spaces were the hidden challenges in building upgrades.

As mentioned earlier, we found there’s been a significant run of library construction in recent years, with 68 per cent of our participants saying they had work done on their main library space in the past five years. And about four out of five of those projects was a refurbishment rather than a new build.

This bonanza of construction has brought some unexpected and expensive design complications for those seeking to replace book stacks with study seats. More students in the building means more toilets, fire regulation issues and noise. Safe egress, amenities, acoustic treatments and ventilation systems are costly and difficult to manage in buildings where ceiling space is limited, structural, mechanical and electrical systems are outdated, and noisy students are replacing quiet books. As one librarian discovered:

“Libraries were not designed for the number of study seats we want to provide to meet demand. We are finding issues with Occupational Health and Safety compliance (staircases, emergency exits, door widths), air conditioning systems can’t cope with increased equipment and people, toilets are inadequate.”
Is a library without books like red wine without a cork? It's not quite right, but we'll get used to it eventually.
TECHNOLOGY IS CRUCIAL

The push to at least partly replace books with digital collections is logical, inevitable, and in some cases, practically complete.

Broadly speaking, librarians are enthusiastically embracing technology within the budgetary and practical constraints of their unique circumstances. And they’ve been doing it for some time:

“We are already 99% digital. Open access/open science is the next big challenge.”

Or, as another noted more bluntly:

"If you haven't already made the transition to a high technology environment, your library is in a pretty bad space."

As higher education participation has increased, digital collections have enabled access to off-campus, 24/7 online learning for new and broader cohorts of students.

Tech systems are also beginning to free staff from time-consuming activities like borrowing, re-shelving and administration so that they can be deployed to more direct learning experiences for students:

“Technology enables users to have a more self-directed experience, fewer staff interventions for routine transactions and releases staff to provide more fact-to-face/online and personalised support.”

That’s a sound staff resourcing strategy at a time when library budgets are under so much pressure.

In France, around 30 per cent of academic library staff are engaged in book acquisition and processing compared to just four per cent for the provision and development of digital services.

As book stacks continue to decline as a proportion of floor space and digital collections grow, this balance (in France, and around the world) will shift quite significantly.

So technology investments may save money in staffing, but initial outlays are never cheap and can lead to other issues down the track, as one participant explained:

“The technology challenges are cost and securing revenue to ensure regular investment. We also have problems securing staff with relevant skills to develop and manage technology.”

It's important to make smart technology choices to avoid costly obsolescence, and to have the budget to maintain and upgrade the systems as technology develops. It's also prudent to make sure staff and students are trained use technology to its full potential.
High value, high use space

It is unlikely that digital collections will entirely displace books, or that librarians will be replaced by artificial intelligence and chat bots.

Nor is it inevitable that libraries will bear the burden of providing all of the study space demanded by students — at the expense of book stacks or other space uses.

But as the prime location on campus that most students will visit at least occasionally, the library has an obligation to pursue a high value, high use strategy.

Study space is a very visible and desirable use that satisfies a growing demand. It also contributes to student experience measures in some universities.

For example, the Russell Group of institutions in the UK sets a benchmark of one study space on campus per six students, and currently achieves around ten seats per student.

In Europe the average provision is also around ten, but the ratio in Germany is as high as 19 students per seat.

The desire to lower these ratios is strong for libraries, as well as facilities departments and the university more broadly:

“The benefit of removing book stacks is taking decreasingly used and valued space and converting it into space that advances the strategic priorities of the university.”

But new and more study space should not come at the cost of the quality of existing study spaces, nor the plethora of emerging activities that complement the traditional library services that remain relevant.
Libraries are not decreasing in overall space

At most universities in the survey, libraries are expanding slightly. But the use of space is certainly changing — and under increasing pressure.

"We have a large program of expansion of spaces: a large new library, refurbishing existing libraries, and also repurposing former libraries into study centres. We are working on a new hi-tech campus that will not have a library, but will provide digital services and pop ups, as well as a series of study centres."

Opening hours

The benefit of extended library hours — convenience for students — is challenging to balance with staffing costs and security risks. Extended hours during exam periods are the compromise for many libraries.

"Even though this being open 24 hours is not economical, and there is a lack of students truly using the space overnight, it is a demand from our students and a recruiting tool for our university."

Post-graduate students are a little bit different

Over half of all libraries have a secure space for post-graduate students. This is the user group that most librarians believe needs different types of space to others. But many noted that creating exclusive spaces for post-graduates potentially deprives other students of space, if they are not used to full capacity.

"Our building is inclusive by design — a principle of using the different spaces depending on what you want to do, not who you are."
And another thing...

Does your library have the following space uses?

Emerging space types are not emerging very quickly

Questions relating to new, different types of spaces such as fabrication labs, maker spaces and incubators were met with some ambivalence, particularly when it came to object-based learning.

While universities are promoting these spaces to suit changing curricula and pedagogies, they are largely located beyond the library.

"We need not jump on bandwagons. For instance, I am unconvinced on the maker space trend."

Community engagement is easier and more relevant for libraries than industry engagement

While participants readily embraced community engagement (primary/secondary school involvement, exhibitions and access to collections), librarians largely agreed that industry engagement is more suited to individual faculties than the library.

Licensing of resources is a particular challenge for industry engagement.

"We are a public university so community engagement is very important. The University's industry engagement is constantly increasing. I am sure this will have an impact on the library, just not sure how or what, yet."

Technology is vital, but challenging

Increased use of digital material and services has significant benefits, including new learning opportunities, greater reach and better student experiences.

The challenges relate to the cost of purchasing and maintaining infrastructure, the cost of training staff and the varying abilities of students to use it.

“Technology enables users to have a more self-directed experience, fewer staff interventions for routine transactions, and releases staff to provide more personalised support where needed.”
There's no denying the urgent need for study space on campus. That seems to be one thing everyone we heard from agreed on. But we also know that students and staff don't want to see academic libraries emptied of books to make that happen.

And while librarians see the benefit of digital collections (and technology more generally) in offering a truly comprehensive knowledge service, it's not just about moving in one direction.

The key is to strike a balance between the old and the new. And that means making a case for a more even distribution of informal learning spaces across campus, so they're not just found in the most expected places — libraries — but in faculty buildings too. Ultimately, that mix will create a better outcome for the university community and beyond.
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